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A B S T R A C T

The purpose of this paper is to examine the effectiveness of social media on the different stages of consumers’ cognitive stages through the Hierarchy of Effects (HOE) model for mobile banking adoption among consumers. A two-stage analytical approach with Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) and Neural Network (NN) analysis to bring out social media’s distinctive and confirmatory influence on mobile banking consumers. Data from 482 respondents in the age group of 18 years to 30 years (the young consumers) from India was analyzed for social media influence on different cognitive stages of mobile banking acceptance. Results show the increasing tendency of social media influence with increasing cognitive level. Among the four cognitive stages (Attention, Interest, Desire, and Action- AIDA model) of m-banking adoption, Action and Interest stages are the most influenced stages by the social media, followed by Desire and Attention. This research provides a two-stage analytical approach by combining “SEM and NN” to assess the impact of the integration of AIDA constructs. We develop an original integrated model which outlines the phenomenon of the diffusion of information from social media on different cognitive stages of young mobile banking consumers.

1. Introduction

Mobile banking (m-banking), has become an important phenomenon compared to traditional banking. There has been worldwide rapid growth in this area of banking services which was valued at 715.3 million US dollars in 2018 and is expected to reach 1824.7 million US dollars by the year 2026 (Allied Market Research, 2020). Most banks globally have earmarked substantial resources into mobile banking operations. They look forward to reaping its benefits through enhanced customer services (Ciunova-Shuleska et al., 2022; Pal et al., 2021; Alalwan et al., 2017). Experts are of the opinion that revenues and profits will belong to banks that can harness digital technology towards creating better, low-cost services and provide overall value (Giovanis et al., 2019; Alalwan, 2018; Broeders and Khanna, 2015).

The m-banking studies have focused on the adoption behavior over the years (Ciunova-Shuleska et al., 2022; Kandjoug et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021; Rabaa’l and ALMaati, 2021; Souiden et al., 2021; Sharma and Sharma, 2019; Shareef et al., 2018; Alalwan et al., 2017, 2016; Oliveira et al., 2014; Hanafizadeh et al., 2014; Teo et al., 2012; Lin, 2011). The m-banking adoption is yet at the progression stage among the users. Banks are using various media platforms to advertise m-banking to capture the untapped customer base of potential mobile banking users. Different media platforms such as print, TV, and internet-based media such as social media are being used for the same. Amongst all other forms of media, social media is widely used for promoting m-banking as it combines the versatility of individual media and mass media (Shankar et al., 2020; Sahoo and Pillai, 2017; Tam and Oliveira, 2017; Tran and Croner, 2016).

Social media’s role in effectively influencing the purchase process is well established (Masuda et al., 2022; Nasir et al., 2021; Li and Peng, 2021; Jin and Muqaddam, 2019; Zhang and Benyoucef, 2016; Guesala, 2016; Andzulis et al., 2012). More and more products, firms, organizations, groups, industries, policymakers, and society, in general, are using social media to disseminate relevant information implicitly as well as explicitly (Sreejesh et al., 2020). The social media sites like Facebook, WhatsApp, and Twitter are gaining steep popularity especially amongst young people. This shows the impending existence of these technologies in our everyday life. For instance, Facebook reaches 2.89 billion monthly users by second quarter of the year 2021 (Statista Research Department, 2021).
Social media provides innumerable opportunities for marketers and makes them learn more about their consumers (Yang et al., 2022; Guozuick et al., 2021; Plume et al., 2016). Today any branding strategy would be incomplete without considering social media. The use of social media by consumers has positively increased their ability to produce the desired outcomes and also restrict the undesired ones (Cheung et al., 2011; Purohit et al., 2022). This increasing engagement of consumers increases the brand equity and overall consumer loyalty (Khan, 2022; Schaefer et al., 2021; Hafez, 2021; Ebrahim, 2020; Godye et al., 2016).

Most of the researchers on social media’s influence on consumer behavior have limited themselves to either comparing the different social media sources or assessing overall consumer behavior (Lee and Eastin, 2021; Mogaji et al., 2021; Leong et al., 2021; Al-Abdallah et al., 2021; Radzi et al., 2018; Popp and Wilson, 2018). This paper, however, builds upon the theory of ‘Hierarchy of Effects (HOE)’ that refers to the hierarchical order in which the consumers first become aware of the product and constantly gain knowledge about it as they develop an interest. Finally, if the positive motivations towards the product are strong enough, they purchase the product (Barry and Howard, 1990).

Mobile phones are a prerequisite form-banking and the most significant users of mobile phones are the young users in the age group of 18–30 years (Barnhart, 2021). They are seen as the potential markets for m-banking services in the developing countries (Purwono et al., 2021). Moreover, young consumers are seen as better equipped to leverage social media (Roberts and David, 2019). Hence, social media has widely been used to influence young consumers towards m-banking adoption (Greenwood et al., 2016; Tran and Corner, 2016; Kim and Ko, 2010). A growing economy like India offers more opportunities for the acceptance and adoption of the mobile banking market primarily due to its younger population and broad reach of social media platforms. India has the second-largest user base of mobile phones worldwide (Global Mobile Market Report, 2020). The mobile phones in India have the highest penetration among young consumers on the line of global age-wise penetration (Statista, 2021).

Therefore, this paper makes four distinctive contributions. Firstly, we analyze the effectiveness of social media on the different stages of a consumer’s cognitive process. Secondly, this research provides a new integrated model to assess the impact of the integration of AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, and Action) constructs and social media influence for m-banking usage. Thirdly, by focusing on young consumers’ cognitive stages, the paper’s findings shall increase the organic reach of mobile banking in India. Finally, to measure the social media influence on the cognitive stages of young consumers, a causal research design has been adopted. The two-stage “SEM and NN” analytical approach brings out the distinctive and confirmatory influence of social media on mobile banking consumers. It also adds the reliability in the validation of the results. The research model was first tested by SEM to identify the key predictors of consumer’s cognitive stages. The identified predictors were further processed as input layers of NN in order to rank the relative position of the predictors. Thus, the two staged model established the definite effectiveness of social media parameters on the different cognitive stages of m-banking consumers. The two layered statistical approach is also advised to balance the weakness of each other (Sharma and Sharma, 2019; Chong, 2013; Scott and Walczak, 2009).

The paper is organized across seven different sections: Section 2 builds the theoretical framework while the hypotheses developed on the literature are proposed in Section 3. Section 4 offers the research framework which moves into Section 5 to present the results. Section 6 is dedicated to discussions followed by managerial and theoretical implications along with limitations providing the future research dimensions in this area. The last section (Section 7) concludes the work.

2. Theoretical framework

As proposed by St. Elmo Lewis (1898), the AIDA model has been the first model suggesting the existence of the ‘Hierarchy of Effects’ (HOE) in marketing communication. AIDA is the acronym for the different cognitive stages of customers’ progression as they are motivated towards purchase. These stages are Attention, Interest, Desire, and Action. The initial cognitive stages of awareness and interest are observed when the consumer gains information about the product intentionally or unintentionally. The consumer then feels the desire to make the purchase. The fourth stage, according to Lewis, is a mental state and a consequence of the earlier three stages. In this stage, the consumer decides to either commit or not commit to the purchase. Rossiter et al. (1991) used this concept of consumer’s information gathering by placing customers as Low-Involvement and High-Involvement customer.

Advertisers have long been using various advertising techniques to motivate consumers to move through different stages and persuade them into favorable action. A similar argument has been posited by other scholars who followed the AIDA model. Lavidge and Steiner (1961), for instance, argued that advertising is a long-term investment that takes through the customer from the stage of ‘being unaware’ to finally making the ‘actual purchase’ in a systematic manner. Each type of media has its pros and cons, thus making it favorable or unfavorable for a particular cognitive stage in the HOE models (Danaher and Dager, 2013; Frambahc et al., 2007). Thus, a consumer’s informational pursuit is a factor in the preference of a particular media. As the level of information that a specific media carries along with attributes, such as credibility, price, convenience, and risk vary, the choice of media also changes for the consumer. Further, as per the concept of ‘media richness’, which denotes a medium’s ability to convey various information, richer media carry more meaningfulness in consumer’s choices (Tseng and Wei, 2020; Daft et al., 1987). This leads to consumers using multiple media (Lin et al., 2013).

When young consumers use content on various social media platforms, they are often indifferent cognitive stages. Social media, like other media, must also have varying influences on different stages of the HOE model. Thereby, in this study, we examine the degree of influence social media has on different cognitive stages of the m-banking consumers and develop a social media-centered marketing communication intervention.

3. Review of literature and hypotheses

There is extensive information on social media’s influence on consumer behavior (Purohit et al., 2022). However, we find research gap in this particular domain of research on social media. It has primarily addressed this issue from the marketers’ point of view, dwelling on the usage and return on investment. Prior studies have also focused on comparative analysis on the influence of social viz a viz other media. Studies pointing to the process and effectiveness of social media on purchase behavior have been scant. Most studies in this context have approached the subject from an information-processing viewpoint, where social media is observed as a meaningful source of information for the consumer (Suresh and Balaji, 2021; Kim and Lee; 2019). Social media, being part of the internet revolution has aroused interest among modern age marketers about its efficacy in online-purchase behavior.

The review of research was carried out with a two-pronged strategy (J. Paul et.al, 2021). Firstly, we identify the research related to social media’s influence on the purchase process of consumers. Secondly, we observe the behavioral determinants of mobile banking users. This strategy should serve the purpose of (a) identifying the gaps in existing research with respect to social media’s usage in bringing desired behavioral change (b) ascertaining constructs for defining the level of social media influence in mobile banking acceptance and (c) finding the role of social media in the context of fundamental HOE models.

3.1. Mobile banking and social media

Recent studies have focused on the major influential factors of m-banking adoption by applying various prevalent adoption and diffusion
theories across various domains (Jadil et al., 2021; Sohail and Al-Jabri, 2014; Yu, 2012). The predominant m-banking adoption models such as Technology Acceptance Model (TAM 1 & 2), Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT 1 & 2), Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB/DTPB), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) have been successfully tested across various geographies and demographics. A few studies have also utilized other theories, such as consumer resistance theory or the task of technology fit (Tran and Corner, 2016). Studies related to social media and mobile banking are scarce and few studies that exist do not approach the issue from a consumer adoption viewpoint. This study therefore, being foremost in this direction, evaluates the effect of social media in terms of its ability to motivate consumers to adopt mobile banking.

3.2. Hierarchy of effects in the context of social media

Hierarchy of Effects has been a well-researched area since its proposition in 1898. Many HOE models have been suggested, and "the majority of them merely offer changes in nomenclature to the traditional hierarchy of effects model which hypothesizes that audiences respond to messages in a cognitive, affective, and conative (behavioral) sequence" (Barry and Howard, 1990). Amongst these, Lavidge and Steiner (1961)'s model is worth mentioning. They presented a hierarchical model as a measurement scale for advertising effectiveness. With the new age of social media, new interest in HOE has arisen amongst researchers. Lagrosen (2005) observed that online marketing has been slightly weak in capturing user attention based on AIDA model.

Social media’s influence on consumer behavior has been researched by various authors (Voramomtri and Kleib, 2019; Heinonen, 2011). However, the researchers have limited themselves either in considering the social media effect from the point of consumer engagement or measuring the implications of social media as a tool for ‘Word of Mouth’ (E-WOM) (Cheung et al., 2021; Rutter et al., 2021; Chandrasekaran et al., 2021; Sokolova and Kefi, 2020; Giovanis et al., 2019; Hollebeek et al., 2014).

Scant research has been done to assess consumer’s response to social media advertising from a behavioral point of view. Hoffman and Novak (2012) have reported that consumption motivation drives consumers to consume social media content in various forms. Continuing on similar lines, Zhang and Mao (2016) proposed a model suggesting that the consumers’ online motivation make them click the advertisement on social media, affecting behavioral intentions. Researchers also analyzed the impact of social media activity and user interaction on perception of brands that ultimately influences the purchase (Shareef et al., 2019; Schivinski and Dabrowski, 2016; Hutter et al., 2013). Table 1 synthesizes the extant literature in the context of social media and m-banking adoption:

The AIDA model, though, widely applied for online marketing strategy, its appropriateness for social media is yet to be studied. Hasan et al. (2015), through focus groups, indeed explored the possibility of strategizing social media use for online marketing. Other studies related to AIDA have considered social media for the larger Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC). These studies posit the effects of social media on different stages of the purchase process and propose strategies for successfully including social media in the overall IMC strategy (Laurie and Mortimer, 2019; Valos et al., 2017; Keller, 2016). This study, therefore, aims at bridging this gap by finding the relative utility of social media across the different stages of the AIDA model.

3.3. Constructs and hypotheses

3.3.1. Usage parameters

Social media has an active role in contrast to Television or Radio. To receive social media inputs, the consumers can directly involve with social media as an active audience. With the increased involvement, there is also an increase in the influence of social media on the consumer’s involvement in the buying process. Zaichkowsky (1985) explains involvement as “a person’s perceived relevance of the object based on inherent needs, values, and interests”. The increased involvement with social media can be measured with the amount of time, membership of different social networking sites, and overall usage pattern (Sabag and Lehman-Wilzig, 2021; Martinez-Dominguez and Mora-Rivera, 2020). Thereby, we propose the following hypotheses:

H1a: Usage parameters attribute of social media makes the consumers attentive towards mobile banking.

H1b: Usage parameters attribute of social media brings out the interest of consumers towards mobile banking.

H1c: Usage parameters attribute of social media makes consumers desirous to using mobile banking.

H1d: Usage parameters attribute of social media affects the action stage of mobile banking consumers.

3.3.2. Informativeness

Shankar et al. (2020) showed that the argument quality enhances intention of m-banking adoption and referred argument quality as “the strength or plausibility of persuasive argumentation”. Similarly, Yadav and Rahman (2017) have outlined informativeness as “the strength or plausibility of persuasive argumentation” to be a necessary construct for social media acceptance. Other researchers have identified social media as a strong recommendation agent for information sharing (Nilanshi et al., 2021; Chang and Hwang; 2020; Leonhard et al., 2020). Thus, we hypothesize that:

H2a: Informativeness of social media makes the consumers attentive towards mobile banking.

H2b: Informativeness of social media brings out the interest of consumers towards mobile banking.

H2c: Informativeness of social media makes consumers desirous of using mobile banking.

H2d: Informativeness of social media affects the action stage of mobile banking consumers.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mobile Banking</td>
<td>Ciuona-Shuleska et al., 2022; Kamdjęoj et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021; Rabat I and AL-Masri, 2021; Sounien et al., 2021; Sharma and Sharma, 2019; Shareef et al., 2018; Alawman et al., 2017, 2016; Oliveira et al., 2014; Hanafizadeh et al., 2014; Teo et al., 2012; Lin, 2011</td>
<td>Authors have focused on the adoption behavior of consumers of mobile banking using Technology Acceptance Model (TAM 1 &amp; 2), Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT 1 &amp; 2), Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB/DTPB), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Social Media and consumer behavior</td>
<td>Masuda et al., 2022; Nasir et al., 2021; Li and Peng, 2021; Jin and Muqaddam, 2019; Zhang and Benyousef, 2016; Guesalaga, 2016; Andrilis et al., 2012 Sreejesh et al., 2020 Dvivedi et al., 2018, 2019; Cheung et al., 2011</td>
<td>Research relates to Social Media’s influence of consumer behavior in different geographical areas as well as different behavioural perspective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.3. Problem solving

The efficiency of any marketing communication tool is measured by its ability to be a problem solver for the consumer. Social media is considered a problem solver because of its feature of sharing and creating functional knowledge. Problem-solving feature of social media should be able to resolve users’ information needs. This construct addresses users’ requirement of being updated with the latest trends and assists them in decision-making (Kaur et al., 2018; Hollebeek et al., 2014; Dholakia et al., 2009). The usefulness of information received from social media sites is related to solving functional issues in m-banking. Therefore, we derive next hypotheses as follows:

H3a: Problem solving feature of social media makes the consumers attentive towards mobile banking.

H3b: Problem solving feature of social media brings out the interest of consumers towards mobile banking.

H3c: Problem solving feature of social media makes consumers desirous of using mobile banking.

H3d: Problem solving feature of social media affects the action stage of mobile banking consumers.

3.3.4. Transformational

The outcome expected from any marketing communication is the degree it brings in favorable behavioral changes in the consumer (J. Paul et al., 2021). Social media is evolving as a strategic tool for the marketers and has grown as an integrated tool of communication for the business as well as consumers. From the viewpoint of the Hierarchy of effects model, behavioral changes should motivate consumers from one stage to the other. Thus, for social media to be an influential media, it must possess transformational qualities. At its core, the social media has completely transformed the way businesses used to operate and provide value to the consumers (Arya, Paul & Sethi, 2022). The literature also suggests a transformational role of social media in terms of impacting the behavior of its users (Nordbrant, 2021; Creevey et al., 2019). Therefore, the transformation construct would measure the degree of behavioral change brought in due to social media. On this premise, the hypotheses proposed are:

H4a: Transformational characteristics of social media makes the consumers attentive towards mobile banking.

H4b: Transformational characteristics of social media brings out the interest of consumers towards mobile banking.

H4c: Transformational characteristics of social media makes consumers desirous of using mobile banking.

H4d: Transformational characteristics of social media affects the action stage of mobile banking consumers.

4. Research framework

Epistemological considerations based on scientific principles need to be made for rationally justifying the outcomes of any research. A causal research design is adopted to measure the social media influence on young consumers’ cognitive stages. Social media influence is considered the cause, and the outcome is manifested in the consumer’s cognitive stage. In this causal relationship, social media influence works as the independent variable (IV), while the influence that it exerts on m-banking acceptance is the dependent variable (DV) as depicted in the following Fig. 1:

4.1. Scale development, standardization and data collection

The questionnaire that was developed consisted of three parts to record the responses of the subjects. The first part recorded demographic profile like age, gender, and income. The second section measured the independent variable. The scale had to be built to categorize the cognitive stage in which the respondent existed. The third part had questions about the measurement of social media’s influence on the subject and measured the dependent variable.

To identify the general structure and determinants of social media influence (the independent variable) and item generation to ascertain the cognitive stage of the respondent (the dependent variable), a general scale development process as proposed by Churchill (1979) was adopted.

Further, for constructs of the independent variable, validated scales from previous studies were taken. The constructs were modified to suit the context in which measures were to be taken in this study. The influence of social media was measured against four constructs. Each of the four constructs contained itemized statements consistent with the construct. Thus, 16 items in all were used, 4 for each of the constructs. The details of the constructs, along with the calibration of items and source, are being given in Appendix A.

The dependent variable needed to identify the cognitive stage of respondents in the context of mobile banking. We use AIDA model for this purpose in order to assess the possessed cognitive stage at one point of time. Each stage of the AIDA model (i.e., Attention, Interest, Desire,
shared and members in the social media group were invited to be re-
out through various social media platforms. A brief of the study was
would help in generalizing, leading to theory building. Thereby, an
representative of the larger population. The results, thus produced
an appropriate tool in the form of a questionnaire was designed and
3.3. Data collection
4.2. Structural equation modelling and the neural network model

5. Data analysis and the results

The survey instrument was put to testing in four significant steps. Descriptive analysis was initially run to understand the spread of re-
pondents as summarized in Table 2. The study received responses from
57.5% females and 42.5% males. Since the survey emphasized on the
respondents as young consumers, the study concentrated on the spread
of age group from 18 to 30 years, consisting of 23% from 18 to 23 years
age group, 53.5% and 23.4% from 24 to 29 years and 30–35 years age
group respectively. Most of the respondents were well educated, with
93.8% possessing a graduation degree and above.

5.1. Reliability and validity analysis

The statistical software packages, SPSS 23 and AMOS 18 were used
for the data analysis (Dash and Paul, 2021). The Cronbach alpha values
of survey items were observed as: Usage Parameters:0.898, Informa-
tiveness:0.845, Problem Solving:0.869, Transformational:0.873, Atten-
tion:0.839, Interest:886, Desire:843 and Action:0.922. The Cronbach
alpha values (>0.70) affirmed the internal consistency of the constructs
as advised by Hair et al. (2010). The goodness of fit measures thus ob-
tained are as follows: GFI=0.928, AGFI=0.911, comparative goodness
of fit index (CFI)=0.961, TLI=0.942, IFI= 0.933and RMSEA =0.053. All
the fit indices being more than 0.90 (Hair et al., 2010) and the RMSEA
less than 0.07 (Steiger, 2007), it is believed that the proposed model
provides good fit to the data.

The data analysis further proceeded to assess the internal consistency
with composite reliability (CR) and construct validity via assessing the
convergent as well as discriminant validity. Since all CR values of the
items are more than 0.870, the instrument further confirms the internal
consistency of items as also supported with Cronbach alpha. Further, it
was observed that all the AVE values are more than 0.50 and also less
than CR respectively, confirming convergent validity of the instrument.
The instrument further confirmed the discriminant validity as well by
having the ASV and MSV values less than AVE (See Table 3).

5.2. Hypotheses testing of the constructs

After the satisfactory measurement model testing, the third step was
Thus, NN model results supported the results of SEM modeling. This similarity in the outcomes signs towards the validity of the results. This further enhances the model’s suitability in identifying the considerable role of social media towards mobile banking adoption.

6. Discussion

The outcome of this study has clearly brought out useful results in the context of social media. As can be observed from the results above, the
proposed research model was able to achieve the satisfactory level of accuracy in the predictive power of the AIDA model constructs. Results of the reliability and validity further indicate the robustness of the constructs.

The results underpin the significant relationship between the information quality of social media and users’ cognitive stage towards the usage of mobile baking. Table 3 clearly depicts that as consumers increase usage, informative benefits, and functional benefits, the relationship with each cognitive stage also grows, i.e., for the Attention stage, only usage is significant, for interest stage usage and informative benefits are significant, and so forth. The information quality provided by the marketers here can be judged by the informativeness and the functional benefits that consumers gain through social media interactions. Thus, this study strengthens the concept that as the information quality of social media enhances; the consumer’s transition from one stage of cognition to the other also increases. This enabling role of social media is also observed by many researchers in earlier studies (Voramontri and Klieb, 2019; Kaur et al., 2018; Sahoo and Pillai, 2017; Duffet, 2015; Powers et al., 2012). They all have reiterated the informational role that social media plays in marketing communication campaigns.

The results of the study show another interesting aspect related to social media. The NN results show the hidden layer activation function to be highest in the Interest and the Action stages. This implies that in
the case of mobile banking adoption, the consumer behavior exhibited is more logic-driven than emotion-driven. Hence, social media influence on the adoption of mobile services is more effective in stages of interest and action, which has the greatest informational need amongst all other stages.

The NN models A, B, C, and D also exhibit another noteworthy study outcome. Amongst the four models formulated, all models except B have usage parameters as the most important predictor for the four cognitive stages. It implies that as the consumers’ online activity increases, their willingness to adopt mobile banking adoption also increases. A possible explanation may be that, with the increased usage of social media, the consumers’ exposure to favorable information and marketing stimuli towards mobile banking also increases. Thus, a consumer at any cognitive stage will have an enhanced motivation for mobile adoption if his/her social media usage increases. This also may justify the higher rate of mobile banking adoption amongst young consumers as they have higher social media penetration. The outcomes of the neural network models have also been corroborated in the SEM modeling results.

The study brings to light the relative importance of information in each of the cognitive stages. We can observe that the beta values of the constructs making up the independent variable (usage pattern, informativeness, problem solving, and transformational) become increasingly significant with each of the four dependent variables (attention, mativeness, problem solving, and transformational) become increasingly significant with each of the four dependent variables (attention, intention, desire, and action). This is consistent with prior studies (Lavidge and Steiner, 1961) on the conation stages of hierarchy. This implies that, as the consumer travels through the different cognitive stages, his or her informational requirements also change. So, after the consumer is attracted to an attractive discount or offer, he/she would like to know more about the service being offered. The ability of social media in the initial stages of AIDA may be the same as that of other media like TV or print, but as the consumer starts getting more and more involved, his/her informational needs suddenly rise, thus giving a distinct advantage to social media which is information intensive.

6.1. Theoretical implications

This study contributes appropriately for researchers exploring social media influence on the behavioral acceptance pattern in the specific context of mobile banking services in developing countries. Firstly, this research appends to the social media influence literature in reference to a high involvement contemporary service of mobile banking, thus expanding the horizon of social media. There have been various studies on social media influence on buying behavior, usage behavior, continued usage of various technologies; however, there is no such study that focuses on the cognitive stages of the users. Although the study is pivoted on a well-researched and accepted marketing communication model, the context of mobile banking and the insights revealed through this work will surely add to the richness of the existing theory.

Secondly, this research provides a new model to evaluate the impact of integration of AIDA constructs and social media influence for mobile banking usage in a developing country like India. This study describes the diffusion of information to consumers at different stages in the HOE model. Thus, this research by building upon the theory of Lavidge and Steiner (1961), provides the reasonable explanation for the movement of consumers from one stage to the other in hierarchy of effect.

A significant result that has come out of this work is the relative efficiency of social media advertising campaigns in influencing the consumer behavior across different stages. This study has revealed that the transformational capabilities of social media are high. Therefore, the impetus required in the final stage (the ‘Action’ stage) of the AIDA model, can most efficiently be delivered by social media. As the study was conducted in the mobile banking domain, a high-involvement consumer decision, social media’s ability to be highly transformational in high-involvement consumer decisions is noteworthy.

Another interesting finding in this study has been that; as social media usage increases, the efficiency increases with advancement in the consumer decision hierarchy. Results of the NN models strongly suggest that as the consumer moves from the attention stage to the final action stage, the strength of relationships in each phase increases.

6.2. Managerial implications

The study also provides suitable practical implications for the marketing media of mobile service providers and policymakers. The study has mainly focused on young consumers who are the most significant social media users and constitute the largest consumer segment in the m-commerce space. Therefore, the theory on mobile banking acceptance would be helpful in the expansion of the digitalization of the Indian economy.

As the consumer increases usage of informative benefits and functional benefits of social media, the relationship with each cognitive stage also increases. This finding hints towards two implications. Firstly, the young consumers prefer social media as a very important source for information and knowledge. Secondly, as the consumer moves towards the decision stage of m-banking acceptance, the requirement for relevant information and knowledge increases. This, in turn, pushes the consumer to the next stage of HOE. Financial institutions and digital payment services providers should develop strategies to provide more information and knowledge-intensive marketing communication to increase the acceptance rate in mobile banking. Social media, with its versatility and ability to be personalized, can efficiently deliver user-specific content. Therefore, mobile banking campaigns should be encouraged to use social media as a tool focusing on consumers who are at the later stages of decision making.

Advertising returns, in this case, would be higher in comparison to consumers who are at the early stages. Intelligent social media platforms that can successfully harness digital technology such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) can strengthen media efforts in this direction. Thus, marketers can leverage social media and greatly reduce marketing costs. The reach of social media is expanding at a fast pace, banks can easily bring...
in customer awareness about new services and product offerings through this media.

In addition, the results indicate a strong relationship between usage patterns and AIDA stages, implying that high social media users will always be more influenced towards mobile banking acceptance. Considering this, marketing practitioners can offer an exclusive social media platform for furthering mobile banking penetration. Off late many banks and financial institutions have started offering mobile apps with personalized chat options. By measuring potential consumers’ attitudes toward m-banking services and their beliefs regarding the usage and informational aspect of social media for the same, the variability in m-banking acceptance can be explained significantly.

The varying informational requirements of consumers in different stages can have meaningful imitations in a marketing strategy context. At each stage, the information that is to be communicated varies. Thus, the way it is encrypted must also change. Initially, the consumers might be interested in benefits accruing out of mobile banking use. But those at later stages, will need information related to troubleshooting or using advanced mobile banking features.

The study shows that consumers’ involvement in social media has been a crucial determinant in m-banking acceptance. As mentioned earlier, with increased involvement usage, information and knowledge gathering from social media also increases. Marketers seeking to promote mobile banking through social media should also look at ways and means to increase the involvement of potential consumers. Posting customized content and running contests and giveaways are some popular strategies for involving consumers on social media.

Social Media is a vibrant place for sharing and exchanging ideas and feedbacks. Engaging consumers on Social media for mobile banking operations can also increase new avenues for banks in terms of crowd-sourcing ideas, new lead generation, real-time customer service etc. Promoting mobile banking on social media platforms can also bring in cross-selling opportunities.

6.3. Limitations and directions for future studies

This study despite providing various impactful and actionable insights into social media influence on mobile banking in a developing country is delimited by some limitations. The limitations are broadly because of two reasons. The first reason arises due to methodological constraints while the other is due to subjective constraints arising due to the context of the study.

Two major limitations due to methodological constraints can be identified. Firstly, the small sample size of 482 consumers may not be recommended for the generalization on a vast population. It is recommended to validate the proposed model with a larger sample size for future research. Secondly, this study did not provide insights related to different demographic characteristics of the consumers. This shortcoming paves the way towards multi-group analysis based on such demographies. Future studies may also provide deeper understanding of m-banking acceptance in other age groups to help segment the population demographics. Future studies may also provide deeper understanding of m-banking acceptance.

The study shows how social media can influence customers at different stages of m-banking adoption. Further research can be done in understanding the role of social media on people who are current mobile banking customers. This can be an important area for future studies as more and more people join mobile banking services, researches that study customer expectations, new opportunities in terms of additional services and informational requirements will be required.

COVID 19 has resulted in structural changes in many areas of life and business (Gordon-Wilson, 2021; Yap et al., 2021; Rayburn et al., 2021; Kursan Milakovic, 2021; Nayal et al., 2021; J. Paul and Bhukya, 2021; Sharma et al., 2021; Chopdar et al., 2022). For example, social media and mobile apps have become part of people’s life in many sectors including healthcare, food delivery etc. (Arya et al., 2021; Chakraborty and Paul, 2022; Purohit et al., 2022; Chopdar et al., 2022). As an outcome, following prior calls (J. Paul and Bhukya, 2021; Paul & Mas, 2020) we concur with the need for new theories, methods and paradigms to carry research studies in the post-pandemic era to analyze the new processes, patterns and problems arising out of the problems of the Pandemic.

7. Conclusion

Mobile banking is the ‘new age transaction’ mechanism that promises to take on the global economy. Banks that fail to adapt to this new technology will find it hard to survive in modern times. This study reveals that social media is a highly influencing medium in m-banking adoption for young consumers. The adoption of m-banking services is similar to purchase decision stages, and consumers of m-banking also pass-through different stages before finally going in for adoption of m-banking services. It being a high involvement decision making, the information required in m-banking adoption hierarchically increases.

Results show the increasing tendency of social media influence with increasing cognitive level. Among the four cognitive stages (Attention, Interest, Desire, and Action- AIDA model) of m-banking adoption, Action and Interest stages are the most influenced stages by the social media, followed by Desire and Attention.

The efficiency of social media increases with the consumers’ transition in different cognitive stages of m-banking adoption. Neural Network analysis has shown that among the four cognitive stages of m-banking adoption (AIDA model), social media’s interest and action stages are the most influenced ones. This study also gives an important contribution by explaining the transition of consumers in m-banking adoption. It also suggests a direction for managerial action towards the propagation and promotion of m-banking services amongst young consumers who are the most significant and most frequent social media users and are also forthcoming towards new technologies.
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Appendix A: Summary of Constructs used in the Independent Variable
Appendix B: Summary of Constructs used to identify Cognitive Stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Stage</th>
<th>Inventory Items</th>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attention</strong></td>
<td>(a) I have heard about mobile banking, but never tried it myself.</td>
<td>Likert’s 5-point scale</td>
<td>Zaichkowsky (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) People can steal my money through Mobile banking.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) My friend and family use mobile banking and seem happy using it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Mobile Banking is available in selected banks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest</strong></td>
<td>(a) I would like to know more about mobile banking, especially its advantages.</td>
<td>Likert’s 5-point scale</td>
<td>Dholakia et.al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Mobile Banking is a new and convenient way for Banking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) I have heard that Mobile Banking Saves money on transactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Mobile banking is safe to use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desire</strong></td>
<td>(a) I often feel that I should also start to use mobile banking</td>
<td>Likert’s 5-point scale</td>
<td>Self-Generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Mobile banking is handy for people who are travelling.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) I sometimes read and gather information related to mobile banking use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Mobile banking can help in paying bills of electricity, house tax, phone, gas etc. easily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td>(a) I have been using mobile banking since some time.</td>
<td>Likert’s 5-point scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) I use Mobile banking mostly to pay bills like electricity, phone, gas etc. which would otherwise take too much time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) I look out for cashback schemes in mobile banking.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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